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simply
not what the imperfect is. The imperfect in Hebrew huld expresses an action

c
as occur.ng. The perfect in Hebrew expresses a condition as existing after the

result of somethin' that has occurred. Co-isecuently when certainty is desired

to be etre in Heb-ew it is more apt to be the perfect than the iner ect

even thouh it is so-'ethin in the future. This simply shows an action as

occurring. It answers this specific question. Is this a mortal disease? It

no, ths is a disease which will not cause death. As fa as this

disease is concerned, the king is going to recover. The answer regarding the

disease is 'iven nd Hazael may take it back to Benhadaii. If you ask a doctor

how about this sickness that I have? Am I going to die of this sickness?

And the doctor sags, no, that is just a passing --it is very disagreeable while

you have it, but it is just a passin ailment. A week from now you will be just

as well as ever. Six months from now you will be running and. jumping axatx as

if you had never had. this trouble. Then on your way from the doctor an auto

runs ov r you and. kills you. The doctor did. not give you erroneous information.

about the disease. There is an entirely different thing that has happened.

A different si)bject is involved. In this case lIsha gave the information

regarding the true aspect of U. First regardt.g the disease. The question

Benhad.ad has asked the answere is given. Thou mayest certainly, I think

is about as good as we can give in ngl1sh if we want to in just a very brief

statement literally as possible give the sense of the Hebrew. I think what it

really means is that.it is not a mortal disease. It is not a disease tht is

going to kill you. Will I recover from this disease? This diseasewill not

kill you. Thou riayest certainly recover.

But then lisha as the man of God knowtn not only what the doctor might

about the nature of the disease but also knowing other information, gives

information to Hazael dealing with another thing which may happen in the life of

3enhadth. He says' "so ana tell him as far as the aisease is concenned. ou may
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